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In 2019, Margaret Beetham marked her 80th year with a celebratory research seminar at Manchester 
Metropolitan University. “Reading Nineteenth-Century Periodicals, with thanks to Margaret 
Beetham” paid tribute to Margaret’s outstanding contribution to feminist and periodical research and 
her continuing influence on our ways of reading. Papers by Solveig Robinson and Gemma Outen paid 
homage to Margaret’s work by developing her ideas, whilst a postgraduate panel made up of Vic 
Clarke, Tamara Kaminsky and Catherine Elkin demonstrated her ongoing influence on younger 
scholars and the longevity of her work. Tributes were also paid by a range of scholars who had 
worked with and/or been taught by Margaret, and these emphasised her generosity with early career 
researchers and students alike, her encouragement of collaboration and the ways in which 
conversations with her always lead to a greater understanding of the complexities of texts. The depth 
and range of praise pays tribute to Margaret’s work but also to her as an individual, and to her nature 
as collaborative, encouraging, and simply, kind.  
Perhaps the highlight of the day though was a paper given by Margaret herself. This reflective 
paper, entitled “‘Situated Knowledges’: or the Back Door” thought about her career but also her own 
home, using the motif of the back door as a literal and metaphorical tool. She considered that she 
herself had entered through the “back door” of literary studies, questioning canonical texts and 
drawing on her own interests in the Women’s Movement. In a call to arms, she said that she also 
hoped that female scholars and others entering via the “back door” would pull up a chair, get down a 
book, read and, as a result, also disrupt ideas of knowledge and notions of scholarship. These ideas are 
indicative of Margaret’s history. She entered academia working in a male-dominated polytechnic 
focused on science and technology, where Humanities was fighting for space. She became part of a 
movement challenging the ideology of English Literature as it was taught in universities at the time, 
introducing texts taught beyond the traditional canon, cross-disciplinary modes of analysis, the use of 
literary theory to deconstruct traditional assumptions, and the validation of students’ life experiences; 
this movement became widespread enough to earn the distinctive soubriquet “Polytechnic English.” 
Brian Maidment, her colleague at Manchester Polytechnic (now known as Manchester 
Metropolitan University) writes: “It is tempting to heroicise ‘Polytechnic English’ as a major strand in 
the development of British academic life in the 1980s–anti-authoritarian, progressive, theoretically 
self-aware and democratising in its reach. But even ignoring this over-simple generalisation, it is 
important to acknowledge that it produced ground-breaking scholarly work that re-assessed sources 
that had previously been undervalued or ignored. It also produced individuals who had the scholarly 
depth, probity, generosity and persistence to become a role model for a new generation, and Margaret 
Beetham is one of them.” 
Margaret, like Brian, found a home in RSVP (which is why the society’s journal is the natural 
place to publish this tribute). Early members of the society such as Sally Mitchell, Rosemary 
VanArsdel, Martha Vicinus and Eugenia Palmegiano were already challenging the focus on male 
authors and high-status literary periodicals, providing a supportive intellectual community where 
Margaret’s work on popular women’s magazines was recognised and valued. Broader ideas of 
“author” and “text,” influenced by structuralism, legitimised research by Margaret and others on 
journalists and periodical journalism. 
What was particularly new in her approach was her use of theory. Her article “Open and Closed: 
Periodicals as a Publishing Genre” appeared in the very first “theory” issue of VPR (1989) and 
continues to be cited today. These very productive ideas of open and closed are developed in three 
essays here; one by Vic Clarke which combines open/closed with some of Margaret’s other 
preoccupations, times, space and gender, in a meditation on the experience of using digitised 
periodicals to research the Chartist newspaper the Northern Star; James Mussell uses the part-work 
Enquire Within to consider how serials regulate their openness with the promise of closure to come, 
and Julie Codell’s essay on Indian nationalist editor Sri Aurobindo Ghose argues that a closed, 
overdetermined form of periodical was appropriate to resist British imperialism.  This application of 
Margaret’s ideas to an Indian journalist is appropriate, given Margaret’s recent work, including a 
memoir about her Indian childhood, which has begun to look at questions of imperialism and 
whiteness.  
A second major theoretical intervention,  “Towards a Theory of the Periodical as a Publishing 
Genre” (1990), continued many of these original ideas and gave definitions of “a periodical,” 
discussing topics such as heterogeneity, form, and time, and much of this is now seen as foundational 
“common sense” in our field. She writes about complex ideas and concepts in a clear and concise 
manner, making them accessible and productive, and ensuring that they are still used, and cited, thirty 
years after publication.  
Margaret’s work has also addressed concepts of community and readership, integral to 
periodical studies and a notoriously difficult area to research. Margaret’s thoughtful approach to 
characterising readers is taken up by Gemma Outen in her essay here, in which she conducts detective 
work through the Census to contrast the historical readers of a temperance publication with the 
implied reader in the text.1 Further, “Periodicals and the New Media: Women and Imagined 
Communities” (2006) developed Anderson’s seminal idea to apply to periodical studies, but rather, to 
communities of women, reflecting Margaret’s key interest in women readers in the periodical press.  
The vast majority of her work is concerned with gender, specifically the role, place and 
construction of women in the Victorian periodical press. Laurel Brake, Maria DiCenzo and Emma 
Liggins celebrate her achievement in a round table on her monograph A Magazine of Her Own? 
(1996), now seen as a foundational text in periodical studies, media history cultural studies and 
women’s history. Her next best known work is perhaps Victorian Women’s Magazines: An Anthology 
(2001), edited with Kay Boardman. This volume built on the work begun in A Magazine of Her Own? 
and considered differing types of women’s magazines, as well as the features within. It created a 
resource of primary materials, with accompanying analysis and discussion in a work that is an 
invaluable encyclopaedia of the women’s periodical press. Her taxonomies have helped to create a 
common language, enabling comparisons across time and space, as in the analysis in this issue of a 
German girls’ magazine, Das Kränzchen, by Barbara Korte and Stefanie Lethbridge. 
Margaret’s interest in women’s physical and social experiences, of the complex power 
relationships of domesticity and desire, is clear in her account of the now notorious “corset 
correspondence” in “‘Natural but Firm’: The Corset Correspondence in the Englishwoman’s 
Domestic Magazine” (1991). In this article Margaret explores the debates around corset wearing, and 
principally questions why the corset became such a potent symbol of femininity. In this article, she 
also considers expected notions of proper and improper femininity, a recurring theme in her work and 
later taken up in her article “Good Taste and Sweet Ordering; Dining with Mrs Beeton” (2008). Here, 
Margaret discusses the distinctions of middle-class dining in the Victorian age and the anxieties of the 
Victorian housewife in maintaining cultural civilisation through the food served in her household. She 
discusses the middle-class woman as a source of authority in domestic management, a theme again 
taken up in “Domestic Servants as Poachers of Print: Reading, Authority and Resistance in Late 
Victorian Britain” (2009). Here, Margaret discusses the experience of the female domestic servant and 
the role and place of their reading, including the relationship between servant and mistress. 
Margaret’s work has always been situated and self-aware. Her scholarship comes from her 
gender, her politics as a feminist and a socialist, and her place in academia, a provincial polytechnic 
Humanities department. This reflexivity is at the centre of one of her most recent essays, “The Body 
in the Archive : Reading the Working Woman’s Reading” (2017), and some of these ideas are 
developed by Marianne Van Remoortel and Fien Demarée in their essay on female investigative 
journalist Lillie Harris, whose literary slumming in the Whitechapel of the Ripper murders raises 
questions about class, the power of representation and the disembodied digital archive. 
Margaret’s scholarship has always been attentive to another power relationship, between London 
and the provinces. Her PhD dissertation used “regionality” – “geographical and political distance 
from the metropolitan centres of power” – as a category of analysis, alongside class and gender, 
although this theme was dropped for A Magazine Of Her Own?2 One of her first academic 
publications, a chapter in a 1985 edited collection on class and culture in Victorian Manchester, 
looked at the city’s periodicals, acknowledging London’s hegemony, even in locally published 
magazines.3 Margaret is unusual in challenging the metropolitan periodical as the default object of 
analysis, always explaining why she is studying a London title, rather than taking it for granted.4 She 
returned to regional periodicals later in her career, with articles on Ben Brierley’s Journal and 
summer seaside special editions of Manchester periodicals. As usual, these betray the nuanced 
understanding of print genres gained only through deep immersion, and a recognition that regional 
publications are sui generis, not weak imitations of London publications.5 Whatever the topic, 
Margaret litters her essays with well-argued apercus applicable to the whole field, such as the greater 
formal complexity of a periodical in comparison to a novel (useful ammunition when defending the 
study of periodicals to traditional literary scholars); and she is always on the look-out for new 
theoretical insights from other fields, using Michel de Certeau and Doreen Massey to analyse seaside 
specials. As ever, her writing answers those vital questions, “why?” and “so what?” 
One way to assess the value of Margaret’s scholarship is to see how and where it has been used 
by other scholars. The work listed in the full bibliography attached to this Introduction has been cited 
thousands of times, in scores of countries, many outside the English-speaking world, from a 
deconstruction of the male menopause in Finnish magazines, to representations of women in Chinese 
advertising. Her ideas have proved fertile in fields far beyond the study of Victorian periodicals – a 
quick analysis of citations finds them being used in non-historical studies of many types of media 
beyond magazines, including film, music, photography and the internet; for analysis of gender, 
fashion and design, in linguistics, psychology, sociology and geography.6 She is of course widely 
cited in studies of Victorian literature, but also of modernism and the middle-brow, and in many 
historical fields. Citations in undergraduate and school textbooks suggest that her ideas are well 
established in the academic mainstream. And the relevance of those ideas remains as strong as ever, 
with, for example, more citations of A Magazine Of Her Own? in the last five years than in any 
previous five-year period since publication. We are honoured to present this special issue in 
celebration of Margaret Beetham. 
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